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Prologue: A Call to Remember

When Women Were Dragons is a groundbreaking novel that invites us to
dive into the forgotten history of powerful women who dared to embrace
their inner dragons. Through the captivating characters, intriguing plotlines,
and poignant themes, author Jenny Queller unveils a world where women's
strength, resilience, and agency have been obscured or intentionally
erased.

Chapter 1: The Awakening

We meet Alex, a young woman stifled by the confines of society. She
yearns for a life beyond the expectations placed upon her but feels trapped
by the rigid norms of her time. As she stumbles upon a hidden cave filled
with ancient texts, a dormant flame within her ignites. Alex discovers the
truth about her lineage—she is a descendant of a long line of women who
possessed the power of dragons.

Chapter 2: The Sisterhood

Alex's journey leads her to a secret society of women known as the Dragon
Sisterhood. Here, she finds acceptance, mentorship, and a sense of
belonging she has always longed for. The Sisterhood becomes her
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sanctuary, a place where she can learn to control her dragon abilities and
embrace her true nature.

Chapter 3: The Shadows of Patriarchy

As Alex delves deeper into the world of dragons and magic, she encounters
the harsh reality of a society dominated by male power. The patriarchy
seeks to suppress and control women, threatening to extinguish the flames
of the Dragon Sisterhood. Alex must confront these obstacles, both within
herself and in the world around her.

Chapter 4: The Battle for the Soul

A pivotal conflict arises, pitting the Dragon Sisterhood against the forces of
oppression. Alex and her allies must use their combined strength, wisdom,
and magic to defend the sisterhood and all that it represents. The battle
becomes a metaphor for the ongoing struggle for women's rights and
equality.

Chapter 5: The Transformation

Through her experiences, Alex undergoes a profound transformation. She
sheds the shackles of societal expectations and embraces her true self.
She becomes a powerful and confident woman, unafraid to soar on the
wings of her dragon spirit. She inspires others to do the same, igniting a
movement of empowerment and self-acceptance.

Chapter 6: The Legacy

The novel concludes with Alex passing on the legacy of the Dragon
Sisterhood to future generations. She establishes a school where young
women can learn about their dragon heritage and develop their own



powers. Through her mentorship, Alex ensures that the spirit of the dragons
will live on, empowering women for centuries to come.

Epilogue: A Call to Action

When Women Were Dragons serves as a powerful reminder that the
history of women is incomplete without recognizing their strength,
resilience, and ability to shape the world. Queller's novel invites us to reflect
on our own histories, to uncover the hidden stories of powerful women, and
to continue the fight for gender equality.

: The Dragon Soars On

In a world that often seeks to silence and diminish women, When Women
Were Dragons offers a transformative experience. It is a testament to the
indomitable spirit that resides within us all, waiting to be awakened.
Through its captivating narrative, thought-provoking themes, and inspiring
characters, this novel empowers readers to embrace their own dragon
spirits and soar to new heights.
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